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Electron diffraction

Wave length for e-beam (120eV)

Particles can show
wave character



e-beam vs light diffraction

X-ray beam e- beam





Transmission Electron Microskop





Electromagnetic lense



Sample holder



Electron – specimen interaction



Contrast formation



GaAs Nanowire

Transmission contrast

Visualization of dislocations



https://www.mah.se/upload/_upload/Electron%20microscopy.pdf



Diffraction pattern
from Nanowire

diffraction



Metallic alloy

Semiconductor nanowire

Dr. Julian Müller – Uni Siegen



RHEED  - Reflecting High energy electron diffraction

Surface sensitive electron diffraction at growing nanowires

Julian Jakob - KIT  





EDX spectrum

SEM



Compositional maps (or X-ray images)



SEM of semiconductor core-shell nanowires

(a) SEM picttures of randomly grwon NWs 

(b) NW arrays

(c) NW distribution within one array

(d) NW along a single line

100 µm

10 µm

50 µm

Dr. Ali AlHassan Uni Siegen

Compositional map
of core shell NW



Encoding „Information“:  Beating of frequency

https://academo.org/demos/wave-

interference-beat-frequency/

„undisturbed“ wave Beating wave



Shape of a wave group

The smaller Dx the smaller Dl

Momentum and position can not be determined
precisely simultaneous



1. minimum

momentum

Heisenberg´s uncertainty principle

Spatial uncertainty

Uncertainty in 
momentum

Proof for diffraction





Schrödinger equation

Light and small particles can be described by a matter wave = probability wave

Propability that a particle will be found at specific position x  (e.g. at detector) in 
a specific time intervall is proportional to |ψ|² , whereas ψ is often complex , 
|ψ|² is always real =  probability density, how on find ψ ? It must satisfy

E is total energy of the particle, U(x) is potential energy , 
 Schrödinger equation is a basic principle of physics, it cannot be derived !!!

In case of U=0  free particle function, E=Ekin



Probability density

Probability density for a particle moving along x direction is constant for all x



Barrier tunneling

Find wave function ψ(x) for this problem

Incoming wave, 
mainly reflected

Transmitting wave
decays exponentially

Transmission 
coefficient T



Scanning tunnel microscopy

Tunnel current between tip and surface
changes exponentially with distance L,
Sensitive feedback value

Polymer surface relief grating

1µm300nm P.Veer et. al. J. Appl. Phys. 106, 014909, (2009)     
P.Veer et. al. Mol. Cryst. Liq. Cryst., 486, 1114,  (2008) 





Harmonics
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Within QW V=0
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Electron in a infinite potential wall  
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Ez = En

Quantization, infinite potential wall  

Harrison book 

Electron energy is quantized



Question time about Physics 1

5.2.20    9:00 -11:00am

Mechanics – Electrodynamics – wave optics

Written exam 11.2.2020

Elegible to write the exam are those students which have submitted examination
sheets and have received 50%  of possible points. !!!

You have the chance to complete your submission up to 29.1. 2020, 
Next chance for exam at 24.3. 2020 (2nd exam)  


